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Where necessity
meets
innovative agro-technology
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A MESSAGE FROM THE
AGRITECH 2018 ORGANIZERS
Greetings,
We’re pleased to officially announce the 20th Agritech International Agricultural
Exhibition & Conference, scheduled to take place May 8-10, at the Tel Aviv Convention
Center. Thanks to the groundbreaking, innovative nature of Israeli agriculture, Agritech
is one of the most important, professional agricultural events internationally, attracting
tens of thousands of visitors from around the world.
We invite you to join us as exhibitors, visitors, and participants in the professional
conference, exhibition, and site tours to be held during the event.
As you know, global warming, climate change, extreme weather phenomena, water
deficiency, and the resulting desertification present new challenges to us all, requiring
extensive research, profound tactics, and durable solutions.
To address these timely issues, the professional conference held within the framework
of the exhibition will be devoted entirely to the challenges related to agriculture on the
edge of the desert, and achievements towards enabling efficient farming therein.
Dr. Uri Yermiyahu, from the Agricultural Research Organization (ARO-Volcani Center),
will spearhead the conference, together with industrialists, professionals, academics,
farmers and growers.
In terms of showcasing Israel’s position as an agricultural trailblazer, a special
Innovation Pavilion will be set up onsite, displaying the latest developments and most
innovative technology within the Israeli agricultural industry.
As in the past, the Government of Israel will be a full partner in organizing the exhibition
and its large variety of planned events, with the active support and participation of the
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, Ministry of Economy and Industry, and
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as well as the Israel Export and International Cooperation
Institute.
We, the Agritech management team, are ready and happy to closely support your
participation in Agritech, in whichever capacity you choose. Together, our best efforts
will provide you with maximum exposure, and ensure an outstanding event overall.
Looking forward to seeing you at Agritech Israel 2018,
The Organizers
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WHO COMES TO AGRITECH?
Agritech Israel is an international professional exhibition that offers a meeting
place for manufacturers, researchers, investors, academics, purchasers and
decision-makers representing both local and international interests.
Those invited to participate include mayors, heads of municipalities and rural
communities, CEOs, engineers and technicians, maintenance managers,
consultants, regulatory bodies, project developers, safety managers,
entrepreneurs, and other individuals and organizations dealing with agriculture.
Every Agritech event attracts thousands of individuals and professionals
from around the world, across the full spectrum of agricultural fields
including:
•

Agroecology

•

•

Aquaculture

Agricultural machinery

•

•

Fertilizers & chemicals

Biotechnology

•

•

Fork lifts & handling

Floriculture

•

•

Equipment

Greenhouses

•

•

Livestock & dairy

Marketing & export services

•

•

Farming

Plant propagation material

•

•

Irrigation & water management

Plasticulture

•

•

Organic agriculture

Poultry

•

•

Plant protection

R&D

•

•

Post-harvest treatment

Small ruminants

•

•

Precise agriculture

Turnkey projects
& knowledge transfer

•

Rural development

•

Software & hardware

•

Veterinary
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THE AGRITECH ADVANTAGE
•

Learn about solutions for agricultural challenges

•

Find partners for projects and business ventures

•

Discover the technologies that will address your
most pressing problems

•

Raise your public profile and build your brand image

•

Meet colleagues, solution providers, potential customers,
and other decision-makers – on a global level

•

Advance your career through networking and education

•

Leverage your time in a single, cost-effective forum for
professionals in the industry
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INFORMATION FOR VISITORS
Agritech exhibition hours
Date

Time

Tuesday May 8, 2018

10:00 AM – 18:00 PM

Wednesday May 9, 2018

10:00 AM – 18:00 PM

Thursday May 10, 2018

10:00 AM – 17:00 PM

Access to the Tel Aviv Convention Center
The Tel Aviv Convention Center, where Agritech 2018 is being held, is easily accessed
by car, train or bus. A shuttle service will also be provided to / from the event.

SPACE ALLOCATION & BOOTH PACKAGES FOR
EXHIBITORS
Space allocation for exhibitors is on a “first-come, first-served” basis. A completed
Exhibit Space Contract, accompanied by advance payment should be mailed or faxed
to the Exhibition Manager to ensure reservation of your desired location.
Exhibitors are welcome to modify any space to their specific requirements. A revised
floor plan will be included with the booth confirmation. Please note that an alternative
location should be clearly indicated on the Exhibition Booking Form. Participation will
be finalized only upon confirmation of the payment.
The Agritech exhibition will be held in both the indoor and outdoor areas of the Tel
Aviv Convention Center.

Indoor exhibition space
Registration fee

Constructed stand**

Raw space***

Israeli exhibitors*

NIS 1,900

NIS 1,300 per 1 m²

NIS 1,080 per 1 m²

Foreign exhibitors

$450

$320 per 1 m²

$285 per 1 m²

AGRITECH CONFERENCE
Agriculture in Arid and Semi-Arid Regions
This year’s Agritech conference focuses on the unique challenges faced in
light of global warming, climate change, water scarcity, and other factors
contributing to increased desertification. At the conference, experts will share
their research, insights, and practical tactics, for creating durable solutions for
sustainable agriculture in arid and semi-arid areas.
Topics to be addressed include:
·

Public policies for addressing the crisis

·

Supply, delivery, and the overall economics of water and irrigation

·

Combating desertification: techniques and management strategies

·

Strategies for water and irrigation management

·

International cooperation: holistic approaches

·

The African experience

·

Soil challenges: fertility, quality, and conservation

·

“Smart” agriculture

·

Crop and livestock adaption and management

·

Cultivation and plant protection

·

Sustainable agriculture for the small-scale farmer

·

Global projects: case studies

·

Project financing and agribusiness

MAKE SURE TO MEET
AT AGRITECH ISRAEL 2018
With everyone in agriculture there, Agritech is the perfect opportunity
to arrange B2B meetings with local colleagues, or meet with
prospects from around the world!
Agritech Israel 2018 offers the most comprehensive forum for agricultural
industry executives, academia, institutional investors, venture capitalists,
analysts, and other experts looking to discuss pressing matters and
shape future collaborations.
In fact, Agritech Israel 2018 is the perfect opportunity to hear from and
meet up with a wide range of relevant companies seeking partnerships,
investment opportunities, and professional services.
Create the ultimate experience for you
Don’t be overwhelmed by endless business cards and inconclusive
meetings. Allow our services to help you seek out and take advantage
of the enormous networking potential Agritech Israel 2018 has to offer!
To make the most of your time at Agritech, the unique Chance2Meet
online networking tool will give you direct access to other participants’
profiles, helping you make new connections and set meetings prior to
the event.
This free, online iPlanner enables you to pre-select and manage your
meetings, while at the same time profile yourself in a way that attracts
partners, investors and colleagues. All registered parties are able to log
on and coordinate introductory meetings with one another, according to
their profession and personal interests. The meetings are scheduled and
entered in a personal calendar, created especially for each one of the
attendees, including you.
For more information on the advantages Agritech offers you, please
contact:
Kenes Exhibitions®
Hayotsrim 6, 3rd floor, Or Yehuda, Israel
Tel: +972.74.7457493
Eva Waisler | ewaisler@kenes-exhibitions.com
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